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ORAL- B PRO 600

THIS IS WHAT
I'M USING NOW

Design & name might vary
from country to country

I love powerful, direct clitoral stimulation &
fast multiple orgasms. Call me greedy...
I don't care. But if you're like me, get this one!
8.800 rotations per minute
the most powerful Oral-B there is
30-second timer
sits on its charger all day—so it's always ready
to improve your mood with an orgasm when
you need it.
IT'S PERFECT FOR WOMEN WHO:
# love intense vibrations
# don't mind spending some extra $$$
# like an elegant design

I call this model The 30 Second Orgasm
Wizard. You'll see later why.

charging station

ORAL- B VITALITY

7.000 rotations per minute
2-minute timer
BEST PRICE
FOR ITS
PERFORMANCE

charging station
PERFECT FOR WOMEN WHO:
# love strong vibrations
# want it rechargeable but affordable
# don't mind a thicker handle

ORAL- B STAGES
POWER KIDS

TIP: ORAL-B STAGES POWER
KIDS HAS THE LOWEST POWER
FOR A RECHARGEABLE BRUSH
5.600 rotations per minute
2-minute timer
charging station
PERFECT FOR WOMEN WHO:
# love weak vibrations
# want it rechargeable but low powered
# like Frozen :)

LOW POWER &
RECHARGEABLE
not my personal
favorite but if
you're sensitive it's
a good choice

ORAL- B ADVANCE
POWER
DISCREET
VIBRATION
PERFECT FOR
TRAVELING

THE ULTIMATE
VIBRATOR FOR
BEGINNERS

5.600 rotations per minute
no timer (lets beginners concentrate on the orgasm)
runs on two batteries (AA)
ideal for traveling. I use this model when on holidays.
IT'S PERFECT FOR WOMEN WHO:
# love lower vibrations
# travel to different continents
# don't mind batteries
# want a brush without a timer

OTHER ORAL-B
MODELS

SONIC
TOOTHBRUSHES
are not good
vibrators... Mainly
because they don't
vibrate. :)

More advanced (and expensive) models exist.
Buuut they are NOT more powerful.
They just have extra features... for teeth.
These features are not relevant for self-pleasure.
For example:
Oral-B Pro 1000 & 2000 — pressure sensor
Oral-B Pro 3000 — pressure sensor + polish mode to
remove stains
Oral-B Pro 4000 — pressure sensor + polish mode to
remove stains + smart display
Oral-B Pro 5000 — pressure sensor + polish mode to
remove stains + smart display + wireless smart guide

Oral-B likes to give fancy names to their products.
Don't get confused by this. ➜ ALL ORAL-B
toothbrushes are compatible with the Viberry
—EXCEPT FOR THE SONIC ONES &
CROSSACTION POWER

WHAT'S THE
30-SECOND ORGASM™?
As I've mentioned before, I call the Oral B Pro 600 my 30-Second
Orgasm Wizard.
Because the brain learns to orgasm faster by using it.
The reason is the timer— which is a slight change in vibration.
Your brain feels this mild change
registers it into your biological clock and
sends a command to your body to climax before
the 30-second zap.
This learning process is called classical conditioning, and
psychologists use it to cure people suffering from fear of heights.
The mild zap is not powerful enough to mess with your orgasm
B-U-T...in time...
it will make you cum faster.

BUT WAIT! WHY WOULD YOU WANT
TO ORGASM FASTER ?
To orgasm fast doesn't seem such a big deal, especially—if like me—
you like to masturbate for hours ;-)
HOWEVER,
IT IS A VERY BIG DEAL DURING SEX.
By climaxing quickly you will easily reach an orgasm, or even have multiple
ones, during the usual 5-10 minutes of love making.
The result is not only a more orgasmic life but also a deeper relationship
with your partner.
Better health.
More fun.
Less stress.
Lots of love.

STAY HOT
Sorry if I got too excited about something as insignificant as a
vibrator.
I don't want to sound like an infomercial, but I have to.
This is life-changing!
To me, it's not just a vibrator.
It's discovering that I can orgasm faster than any man.
It's boosting my confidence every day.
It's empowering myself to take control over
my orgasms & life.
Don't be too surprised if you realize that once you start orgasming
you'll become more focused, more determined, & less fearful.
Orgasms, especially fast and multiple ones, are a very very
powerful thing.
Don't miss out ;) ,
Lucy
viberry.me

WHAT SHOULD YOU
DO NEXT?

click here to buy it
1. GET THE VIBERRY
Buy it with 30 DAYS MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE & FREE RETURNS directly
from our store.

2. CHOOSE AN ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH
Until the Viberry arrives, hunt for sales.
Oral-B often has 30% off offers. Go
search for them in shops or online.

3. ENJOY MIND-BLOWING ORGASMS
Ta-da! Put the two items together and
start discovering the life-changing
magic of fast & multiple orgasms.

BUY THE VIBERRY

